Vacuum line schematic

Many thanks to Mike of Mikes Electronic Parts , who as of October , has a new website that
features a Spooky Tesla Spirit Radio Kit with most of the essential parts for this cool project.
The theme is monsters and bats are battled while helping Mrfixitrick find the seven missing
parts of the Spooky Tesla Spirit Radio. Intriguing background music. The Spooky Tesla Spirit
Radio is more than just a crystal radio circuit in a jam-jar. It's a sound maker that plugs in to a
computer, and makes awesome spooky sounds by responding to electromagnetic fields or light
sources in real time. Athough Tesla used different parts, this radio's basic L-C
Inductor-Capacitor circuit uses a similar schematic to what Tesla experimented with in his early
days. The versatile 1N34A crystal germanium diode used here, substitutes for the tricky rotating
nickel detectors and sensitive relays, used by Tesla in the late 's. You can listen to AM
broadcasts with this radio, but it was made to have fun with in other ways. Besides, AM radio
wasn't exactly what Nikola Tesla was interested in By using a program like Audio Hyjack Pro
Mac , the radio's output is tweaked at the computer to give some great real-time sound effects
In the following accompanying movies, I show how the Spooky Tesla Spirit Radio reacts to
lightning, radio frequencies, the light spectrum, the computer screen, RF pulses,
electromagnetic fields and more! The simple crystal circuit is apparently sensitive to the screen
synchronization RF frequencies, and so it provides awesome background sounds The next
movie shows "Spooky", the radio, beside a Dancing Ghost homopolar motor. The motor emits
electromagnetic waves that are picked up by Spooky's antenna coils, and we hear the results
translated through computer software in real time Note2: Complete crystal spirit radios that can
also be adapted are available from. Note4: For the Football Style Antenna, 4 feet 10 gauge solid
copper wire. The first step is to create a clear lid so we can see the simple but effective radio
components. I chose polycarbonate just because that is what I had on hand. Acrylic can be
used, but it won't machine as easily. Use a circle cutting attachment on a drill press to cut out a
3. The two banana jacks will receive banana plugs with pre-mounted antennas. Two audio jacks
will also be used. One is for for audio out to the computer, and one is for an optional auxiliary
input modulation from a hand gripper or other source. Drill holes as seen in the photos, or lay
out your own hole design. Mount the Adjustable Capacitor and Banana Jacks in the clear jam jar
cover. A thinner cover will work with standard screws. I had to countersink the holes to get the
threads to start because of the rather thick plastic cover I used. There is an option with the
Induction coil to run it direct with an antenna connection, or to wrap the Induction Coil with
about 10 wraps of 22 gauge wire that runs from the antenna to ground. The first method gives a
better chance of a station signal being loud enough with a short antenna. The second wrapped
inductor method is best for using a long 20 foot plus antenna. See schematic for clarification. I
like the inductive method even with a short antenna, because it gives a clearer signal with less
60 cycle hum. The amplitude of sound will be less in AM tuning unless a long antenna is used
however. The other advantage of wrapping the inductor is that it gets supported inside the jar
by the heavier wires. Ok, once most components are in place, it's time to wire and solder things
up. Direct point-to-point wiring can be used with so few components. Follow the pictures and
the schematic for the basic connections. Only a couple of wires need to be soldered in. Run one
ground wire from the middle ground post of C1 to the ground connection on the phone jack.
Another wire will go from the antenna to the other C1 post. Note that the centre connection of
the C1 variable capacitor is connected to the ground connection of the phone jack. The pf
connection is on the right facing C1 from the top looking down, connecting tabs facing away
from you. The 41 pf connection is on the other side of the middle ground connection, and was
not used. The D1 diode is heat sensitive and may fail if over-soldered. Use an alligator clip as a
heat sink when soldering its leads. I mounted it on top of the cover to make it more sensitive to
light. The L1 Induction Coil thin wire with black paint goes to ground. The other thin inductor
wire goes to the non-ground C1 capacitor connection. L2 is simply 10 wraps of wire around the
inductor coil. There is still much debate as to what exactly Tesla was up to with his
transmission and reception of power systems. The first is similar to the flat spiral "Pancake"
coil that is seen in several of Tesla's patents. The second is a peculiar "Football" coil made of
two cones. For the basic spiral antenna, I used a 6 foot length of 14 gauge solid copper wire,
and bent the wires by hand, coil by coil. I used a needle nose pliers to begin the core spiral, and
after a turn or two, gently but firmly worked the wire around with bare hands. I soldered on a
short vertical antenna to the centre loop. In retrospect, It would have been better to make the
vertical end part with a one piece construction. Keep working the wire to eliminate kinks and
bends, then make sure the coils are evenly spaced. I soldered on the vertical antenna last. This
coil was one of Tesla's later designs, and is said to have spooky anti-gravity effects when
pumped with the correct frequencies and voltages. I won't be working in that high-power range
with this un-powered crystal radio! The core of the Tesla Football Antenna is made with four 2
inch paper cones glued and taped together. The paper cones were doubled up, two on each

side, for strength and smoothness. The 30 gauge wire conical coils are wound laboriously by
hand. The thick 10 gage copper wire was carefully bent to conform to the football coil without
disturbing the coils of the coil. Note to self After this small coil-winding feat, two snazzy Banana
Plug ends are put on. These ones were found at an electronics store. Here's a link to a similar
coil that puts out sparks! Once the wiring and solder connections are double checked, we can
test the AM radio part of the device. Launch Audio Hijack or equivalent PC software. AU
Bandpass and Reverb won't be used for this test Gain may need to be turned up high. Au Pitch
controls at the neutral 0 pitch setting. See screenshot below. Turn the variable capacitor knob
and the sounds of a local AM station should come through; if not, a long antenna may be
required in your area. Try touching the jar ring or antenna to see if that makes a difference. If
you have no sound at all, then something is likely wrong. Check for a dry solder connection.
Also, if too much soldering heat was used close to or on the diode connection, the diode may
be burned out. Substitute to check, or use the diode checker function of your multi-meter to test
it if necessary. The Spooky Tesla Spirit Radio can detect lightning! Check out the main intro
movie. You can listen to AM radio if you really need to, but Nikola Tesla spent most of his radio
listening time tuning into natural Earth and beyond Earth pulses, and the high and low
frequency vibrations that were around him. He was a storm-chaser from the comfort of his own
laboratory. During Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments, he would listen in on approaching
and receding lightning storms, which he could detect up to hundreds of miles away. He noticed
standing waves produced by the lightning that inspired him to develop his wireless power
apparatus. It helps to have a long antenna be sure it is safely grounded with a spark-gap
arrester! When a storm is near, you can really hear it! It's a loud crashing sound in the audio ;
Requirements: Mac computer and Audio Hijack software. PC owners will need to use an audio
software solution that is able to alter pitch, gain and reverb in real time. And preferably record it.
Here's a fun site devoted to "Nature Radio Signals and strange emissions at very low frequency.
I find it difficult to imagine that I am actually hearing real voices from people not of this planet.
There must be a more simple explanation that has so far eluded me. Both Edison and Tesla
claimed to be working towards communicating with disembodied spirits. Add Reverb for the
final touch. Au Bandpass is also used in this effect. Check the settings in the screenshot below.
Alternately, the AU Pitch can be used to lower the pitch instead of raising it, for a moaning type
effect. The 1N34A germanium diode in this crystal radio circuit is sensitive to light of all kinds. It
responds to sunlight, light-bulbs, laser, flashlights, and even candlelight! The laser will work to
activate sound from the radio from many feet away, but only when the laser light is actually
moving across the light-sensitive diode. Light-bulbs affect the radio diode from a couple of feet
away, and the cycle hum can be heard from them. The radio or light does not have to move to
make sound in this case of AC power. Candlelight must be close and moving to affect the diode,
and then it is a very low frequency that is hard to catch. The AU Pitch control must be raised
high to hear the low bass sound from the flame. See CandleSetup screenshot, below. The use of
various light sources to make sound is shown in the main movie. The computer monitor,
speakers and the computer itself are all sources of cool and spooky sounds for the Spooky
Tesla Spirit Radio. You can go for extreme feedback and resonance effects, or you can keep it
simple and just hear what's going on inside your computer box. By altering the AuPitch,
Reverb, and BandPass module controls, the normal static, clicks or hums become rich
soundscapes. The cool thing is, once the controls are set, the radio does the rest! All of the
sound effects on the main video are generated in the above way. In the following video, the
AuPitch controls were set before the main Hyperspace voyage. Here's another example of
making sounds and music live in real time, with another crystal radio I have that's made by EJ.
What is Van Eck Phreaking? Yes it can! Check out the above video Who would have thought it
was possible, but the addition of a magnet on the side of the jam jar can turn the radio into a
temporary microphone! Experiment with holding a neodymium magnet close to the ferrite coil
inside the jam jar. Then talk at or into the jam jar. Hit the record button in Audio Hijack to see if
it records the sound. It will be faint in the background Use the Super-Sensitive audio set-up for
this experiment. Wireless modems put out a strong EM ElectroMagnetic pulse when operating I
discovered that a modem pulses at about 10 Hz, and sounds very similar to the controversial
Russian Woodpecker radar transmissions. Other electronic and electric items such as
calculators, cellphones, and computers can be investigated to hear what fields they emit.
Motors like a Dremel tool are also fun to listen to The radio is able to read the moving RF
contents of the screen and make them audible. If it seems impossible that a simple crystal radio
could do that, then watch the following The "Hyperspace" screensaver is available at download.
Decide for yourself if it could be true! If I would like to listen to lightning in the original
frequency, would I have to remove the variable capacitor? Thank you. Reply 3 months ago.
Lightning is a broad spectrum of frequencies that we hear as "static". You can listen to static by

omitting the software sound alterations, and simply boosting and amplifying the gain volume as
much as possible. It is not very pleasant however. It's much more satisfying to hear lightning
that sounds like big thunder I am a housebound disabled veteran. If I pay you to make one of
these for me could you please does one for me sir? I would greatly appreciate it. Question 10
months ago. Answer 10 months ago. No, there are no instructions or beta blocker radio like that
available now. However, it is similar to the basic crystal radio circuit inside of a small wooden
box. Reply 10 months ago. Question 10 months ago on Step 2. Would it be possible to order a
ready made one? I am so damn clumsy and untechnical, can hardly put on a television Please,
someone That's a really great project! I just can't get it to work I put everything together but all I
get is some basic humming. I don't know what I assembled wrong. What I'm not sure of as I
can't really see it on the pictures : 1. Is the Antenna also connected to ground? My induction
coil has 3 very thin wires, i connected black and red and left the third one. Otherwise I think I did
everything as on the pictures Thanks for your help! Reply 1 year ago. For those who want to
build real Tesla spooky radio, here is the schematics of Tesla antennas, and some few words:
chiron. It is modified old guitar fuzz and it's clipping diodes will protect your PC LINE-IN input
from damage when crackles or hum will come from magnetic or electric storm going around.
Output is never more than cca 1,5V RMS. Never connect it to MIC input!! It is too high for it!
ZElectro has a good point. The black wire in the center is the uh tap, and has two wires twisted
together and connected. Do not use the black wire. Un-solder it if you can, cutting it will cause
the coil not to work. It is two wires wrapped together, if you must cut them re-solder them. This
is stated at he bottom of the page on mikeselectronicparts. If you get a hum, then you are likely
on the right track. The hum is from 60 cycle mains power that you need to filter out with the
Audio Hijack software. If you want to tune to radio station frequencies, use a 20 foot long
antenna and good ground to amplify the signal. First see if what you have built will pick up the
fields from a rotating brushed motor like from a drill or vacuum cleaner or toy. Also if you move
the diode though a field generated by a light bulb the radio should respond. It's important to use
the software to increase the gain but filter out the 60 cycle hum. The AUPitch modules help with
that. Reply 2 years ago. Absolutely you can make the body out of wood. Small wooden boxes
are available at craft stores for example. Thank you much for your answer, so i can put all the
components directly into the wooden box, without the glass jar? Introduction: Spooky Tesla
Spirit Radio. By mrfixitrick Mrfixitricks Youtube Channel Follow. More by the author:. About: I
am re-inventing myself as an inventor, after too many years as a mechanic! News Flash!!!
Please Note! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. SirKingKrab 8
months ago. Answer Upvote. Ok, that's a start. Do you happen to know what the other crystal is
besides clear quartz? Ullmann 1 year ago. Terpentyn Ullmann Reply 1 year ago. ZElectro
Ullmann Reply 1 year ago. Terrybennitt 4 years ago. Terpentyn Terrybennitt Reply 1 year ago.
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Harrowing Journey Of Drumming. When There's a Will Amount: , Steel Wool Anthony. A triode
is an electronic amplifying vacuum tube or valve in British English consisting of three
electrodes inside an evacuated glass envelope: a heated filament or cathode , a grid , and a
plate anode. Developed from Lee De Forest 's Audion , a partial vacuum tube that added a grid
electrode to the thermionic diode Fleming valve , the triode was the first practical electronic
amplifier and the ancestor of other types of vacuum tubes such as the tetrode and pentode. Its
invention founded the electronics age, making possible amplified radio technology and

long-distance telephony. Triodes were widely used in consumer electronics devices such as
radios and televisions until the s, when transistors replaced them. Today, their main remaining
use is in high-power RF amplifiers in radio transmitters and industrial RF heating devices. In
recent years there has been a resurgence in demand for low power triodes due to renewed
interest in tube-type audio systems by audiophiles who prefer the sound of tube-based
electronics. Before thermionic valves were invented, Philipp Lenard used the principle of grid
control while conducting photoelectric experiments in The first vacuum tube used in radio [4]
[5] was the thermionic diode or Fleming valve , invented by John Ambrose Fleming in as a
detector for radio receivers. It was an evacuated glass bulb containing two electrodes, a heated
filament and a plate anode. Triodes came about in when American engineer Lee De Forest [6]
and Austrian physicist Robert von Lieben [7] independently patented tubes that added a third
electrode, a control grid , between the filament and plate to control current. De Forest's Audion
did not see much use until its ability to amplify was recognized around by several researchers,
[17] [19] who used it to build the first successful amplifying radio receivers and electronic
oscillators. By improved versions with higher vacuum were developed by Harold Arnold at
American Telephone and Telegraph Company , which had purchased the rights to the Audion
from De Forest, and Irving Langmuir at General Electric , who named his tube the "Pliotron",
[17] [19] These were the first vacuum tube triodes. The discovery of the triode's amplifying
ability in revolutionized electrical technology, creating the new field of electronics , the
technology of active amplifying electrical devices. The triode was immediately applied to many
areas of communication. Triode " continuous wave " radio transmitters replaced the
cumbersome inefficient " damped wave " spark gap transmitters , allowing the transmission of
sound by amplitude modulation AM. Amplifying triode radio receivers , which had the power to
drive loudspeakers , replaced weak crystal radios , which had to be listened to with earphones ,
allowing families to listen together. This resulted in the evolution of radio from a commercial
message service to the first mass communication medium, with the beginning of radio
broadcasting around Triodes made transcontinental telephone service possible. Vacuum tube
triode repeaters , invented at Bell Telephone after its purchase of the Audion rights, allowed
telephone calls to travel beyond the unamplified limit of about miles. The opening by Bell of the
first transcontinental telephone line was celebrated 3 years later, on January 25, Other
inventions made possible by the triode were television , public address systems , electric
phonographs , and talking motion pictures. The triode served as the technological base from
which later vacuum tubes developed, such as the tetrode Walter Schottky , and pentode Gilles
Holst and Bernardus Dominicus Hubertus Tellegen, , which remedied some of the shortcomings
of the triode detailed below. The triode was very widely used in consumer electronics such as
radios, televisions, and audio systems until it was replaced in the s by the transistor , invented
in , which brought the "vacuum tube era" introduced by the triode to a close. Today triodes are
mostly used in high-power applications for which solid state semiconductor devices are
unsuitable, such as radio transmitters and industrial heating equipment. However, more
recently the triode and other vacuum tube devices have been experiencing a resurgence and
comeback in high fidelity audio and musical equipment. They also remain in use as vacuum
fluorescent displays VFDs , which come in a variety of implementations but all are essentially
triode devices. All triodes have a hot cathode electrode heated by a filament , which releases
electrons, and a flat metal plate electrode to which the electrons are attracted, with a grid
consisting of a screen of wires between them to control the current. Since the filament
eventually burns out, the tube has a limited lifetime and is made as a replaceable unit; the
electrodes are attached to terminal pins which plug into a socket. The operating lifetime of a
triode is about hours for small tubes and 10, hours for power tubes. Low power triodes have a
concentric construction see drawing right , with the grid and anode as circular or oval cylinders
surrounding the cathode. The cathode is a narrow metal tube down the center. This type is
called an " indirectly heated cathode ". The cathode is coated with a mixture of alkaline earth
oxides such as calcium and thorium oxide which reduces its work function so it produces more
electrons. The grid is constructed of a helix or screen of thin wires surrounding the cathode.
The anode is a cylinder or rectangular box of sheet metal surrounding the grid. It is blackened
to radiate heat and is often equipped with heat-radiating fins. The electrons travel in a radial
direction, from cathode through the grid to the anode. The elements are held in position by mica
or ceramic insulators and are supported by stiff wires attached to the base, where the
electrodes are brought out to connecting pins. A " getter ", a small amount of shiny barium
metal evaporated onto the inside of the glass, helps maintain the vacuum by absorbing gas
released in the tube over time. High-power triodes generally use a filament which serves as the
cathode a directly heated cathode because the emission coating on indirectly heated cathodes
is destroyed by the higher ion bombardment in power tubes. A thoriated tungsten filament is

most often used, in which thorium in the tungsten forms a monolayer on the surface which
increases electron emission. These generally run at higher temperatures than indirectly heated
cathodes. The envelope of the tube is often made of more durable ceramic rather than glass,
and all the materials have higher melting points to withstand higher heat levels produced.
Tubes with anode power dissipation over several hundred watts are usually actively cooled; the
anode, made of heavy copper, projects through the wall of the tube and is attached to a large
external finned metal heat sink which is cooled by forced air or water. A type of low power
triode for use at ultrahigh frequencies UHF , the "lighthouse" tube, has a planar construction to
reduce interelectrode capacitance and lead inductance , which gives it the appearance of a
"lighthouse". The disk-shaped cathode, grid and plate form planes up the center of the tube - a
little like a sandwich with spaces between the layers. The cathode at the bottom is attached to
the tube's pins, but the grid and plate are brought out to low inductance terminals on the upper
level of the tube: the grid to a metal ring halfway up, and the plate to a metal button at the top.
These are one example of "disk seal" design. Smaller examples dispense with the octal pin base
shown in the illustration and rely on contact rings for all connections, including heater and D.
As well, high-frequency performance is limited by transit time: the time required for electrons to
travel from cathode to anode. Transit time effects are complicated, but one simple effect is input
conductance, also known as grid loading. At extreme high frequencies, electrons arriving at the
grid may become out of phase with those departing towards the anode. This imbalance of
charge causes the grid to exhibit a reactance that is much less than its low-frequency "open
circuit" characteristic. Transit time effects are reduced by reduced spacings in the tube. They
feature greatly reduced grid-cathode spacings in the order of 0. These greatly reduced grid
spacings also give a much higher amplification factor than conventional axial designs. The has
an amplification factor of , compared with for the 6AV6 used in domestic radios and about the
maximum possible for an axial design. Anode-grid capacitance is not especially low in these
designs. The 6AV6 anode-grid capacitance is 2 picofarads pF , the has a value of 1. The close
electrode spacing used in microwave tubes increases capacitances, but this increase is offset
by their overall reduced dimensions compared to lower-frequency tubes. In the triode, electrons
are released into the tube from the metal cathode by heating it, a process called thermionic
emission. The cathode is heated red hot by a separate current flowing through a thin metal
filament. In high power triodes, the filament itself is the cathode, while in most the filament
heats a separate cathode electrode. Virtually all the air is removed from the tube, so the
electrons can move freely. A positive DC voltage, from 20V to thousands of volts in power
tubes, is applied to the anode. The negative electrons are attracted to the positively charged
anode , and flow through the spaces between the grid wires to it, creating a flow of electrons
through the tube from cathode to anode. The magnitude of this current can be controlled by a
voltage applied between the cathode and the grid. The grid acts like a gate for the electrons. A
more negative voltage on the grid will repel some of the electrons, so fewer get through to the
anode, reducing the anode current. A positive voltage on the grid will attract more electrons
from the cathode, so more reach the anode, increasing the anode current. Therefore, a low
power varying AC signal applied to the grid can control a much more powerful anode current,
resulting in amplification. Variation in the grid voltage will cause identical proportional
variations in the anode current. By placing a suitable load resistance in the anode circuit, the
varying current will cause a varying voltage across the resistance which can be much larger
than the input voltage variations, resulting in voltage gain. The triode is a normally "on" device;
and current flows to the anode with zero voltage on the grid. The anode current is progressively
reduced as the grid is made more negative relative to the cathode. Usually a constant DC
voltage "bias" is applied to the grid to set the DC current through the tube, and the varying
signal voltage is superimposed on it. A sufficiently negative voltage on the grid usually around
volts in small tubes such as the 6AV6, but as much as â€” volts in early audio power devices
such as the '45 , will prevent any electrons from getting through to the anode, turning off the
anode current. This is called the "cutoff voltage". Since below cutoff the anode current ceases
to respond to the grid voltage, the voltage on the grid must remain above the cutoff voltage for
faithful linear amplification. This similarity is limited, however. The triode's anode current is
highly dependent on anode voltage as well as grid voltage, causing it to appear as a voltage
source in circuit. The JFET's drain current is virtually unaffected by drain voltage, thus it
appears as a constant-current device, similar in action to a tetrode or pentode tube. Although S.
Brown's Type G Telephone Relay using a magnetic "earphone" mechanism driving a carbon
microphone element was able to give power amplification and had been in use as early as , it
was a purely mechanical device with limited frequency range and fidelity. It was suited only to a
limited range of audio frequencies - essentially voice frequencies. The triode was the first
non-mechanical device to provide power gain at audio and radio frequencies, and made radio

practical. Triodes are used for amplifiers and oscillators. Many types are used only at low to
moderate frequency and power levels. Large water-cooled triodes may be used as the final
amplifier in radio transmitters, with ratings of thousands of watts. Specialized types of triode
"lighthouse" tubes, with low capacitance between elements provide useful gain at microwave
frequencies. Vacuum tubes are obsolete in mass-marketed consumer electronics , having been
overtaken by less expensive transistor-based solid-state devices. However, more recently,
vacuum tubes have been making somewhat of a comeback. Triodes continue to be used in
certain high-power RF amplifiers and transmitters. While proponents of vacuum tubes claim
their superiority in areas such as high-end and professional audio applications, the solid-state
MOSFET has similar performance characteristics. In triode datasheets, characteristics linking
the anode current I a to anode voltage V a and grid voltage V g are usually given. From here, a
circuit designer can choose the operating point of the particular triode. Changing the grid
voltage will change the plate current; by suitable choice of a plate load resistor, amplification is
obtained. In the class-A triode amplifier, an anode resistor would be connected between the
anode and the positive voltage source. The amplification factor is output voltage amplitude
divided by input voltage amplitude. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the electronic vacuum tube. For the Eastern Orthodox structure of hymns, see Triodion. The
3CXA7, a modern 1. The cylindrical structure is a heat sink attached to the plate, through which
air is blown during operation. The examples and perspective in this section's illustration deal
primarily with Circuit symbols that are unique to the USA and do not represent a worldwide view
of the subject. You may improve this section's illustration , discuss the issue on the talk page ,
or create a new section's illustration, as appropriate. October Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Schematic circuit symbols for triodes. F filament, C cathode, G grid, P
plate. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
March Learn how and when to remove this template message. Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony. Cambridge University Press. World Scientific. London: Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Princeton University Press. Tube: The Invention of Television. September Radio
News. Chicago, IL: Ziff-Davis. Retrieved November 30, November Sarkar ed. American Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Retrieved January 7, The link is to a reprint of the paper
in the Scientific American Supplement, No. Lee de Forest and the Fatherhood of Radio. Lehigh
University Press. History of Electron Tubes. IOS Press. Worthington Encyclopedia of
20th-Century Technology, Vol. Proceedings of the IRE. Republished as Armstrong, E. April
Proceedings of the IEEE. Electronic components. Potentiometer digital Variable capacitor
Varicap. Capacitor types Ceramic resonator Crystal oscillator Inductor Parametron Relay reed
relay mercury relay. Thermionic valves. List of vacuum tubes List of tube sockets. Categories :
Telecommunications-related introductions in Audiovisual introductions in Vacuum tubes.
Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from December Articles with limited geographic scope from October Pages in non-existent
country centric categories Articles needing additional references from March All articles
needing additional references Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles containing
French-language text. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Vacuum triodes. Pressure
measurement is the analysis of an applied force by a fluid liquid or gas on a surface. Pressure is
typically measured in units of force per unit of surface area. Many techniques have been
developed for the measurement of pressure and vacuum. Instruments used to measure and
display pressure in an integral unit are called pressure meters or pressure gauges or vacuum
gauges. A manometer is a good example, as it uses the surface area and weight of a column of
liquid to both measure and indicate pressure. Likewise the widely used Bourdon gauge is a
mechanical device, which both measures and indicates and is probably the best known type of
gauge. A vacuum gauge is a pressure gauge used to measure pressures lower than the ambient
atmospheric pressure, which is set as the zero point, in negative values e. Most gauges
measure pressure relative to atmospheric pressure as the zero point, so this form of reading is
simply referred to as "gauge pressure". However, anything greater than total vacuum is
technically a form of pressure. For very accurate readings, especially at very low pressures, a
gauge that uses total vacuum as the zero point may be used, giving pressure readings in an
absolute scale. Other methods of pressure measurement involve sensors that can transmit the
pressure reading to a remote indicator or control system telemetry. Everyday pressure
measurements, such as for vehicle tire pressure, are usually made relative to ambient air
pressure. In other cases measurements are made relative to a vacuum or to some other specific
reference. When distinguishing between these zero references, the following terms are used:.

The zero reference in use is usually implied by context, and these words are added only when
clarification is needed. Tire pressure and blood pressure are gauge pressures by convention,
while atmospheric pressures , deep vacuum pressures, and altimeter pressures must be
absolute. For most working fluids where a fluid exists in a closed system , gauge pressure
measurement prevails. Pressure instruments connected to the system will indicate pressures
relative to the current atmospheric pressure. The situation changes when extreme vacuum
pressures are measured, then absolute pressures are typically used instead. Differential
pressures are commonly used in industrial process systems. Differential pressure gauges have
two inlet ports, each connected to one of the volumes whose pressure is to be monitored. In
effect, such a gauge performs the mathematical operation of subtraction through mechanical
means, obviating the need for an operator or control system to watch two separate gauges and
determine the difference in readings. Moderate vacuum pressure readings can be ambiguous
without the proper context, as they may represent absolute pressure or gauge pressure without
a negative sign. If the absolute pressure of a fluid stays constant, the gauge pressure of the
same fluid will vary as atmospheric pressure changes. For example, when a car drives up a
mountain, the gauge tire pressure goes up because atmospheric pressure goes down. The
absolute pressure in the tire is essentially unchanged. Using atmospheric pressure as reference
is usually signified by a "g" for gauge after the pressure unit, e. There are two types of gauge
reference pressure: vented gauge vg and sealed gauge sg. A vented-gauge pressure transmitter
, for example, allows the outside air pressure to be exposed to the negative side of the
pressure-sensing diaphragm, through a vented cable or a hole on the side of the device, so that
it always measures the pressure referred to ambient barometric pressure. Thus a vented-gauge
reference pressure sensor should always read zero pressure when the process pressure
connection is held open to the air. A sealed gauge reference is very similar, except that
atmospheric pressure is sealed on the negative side of the diaphragm. This is usually adopted
on high pressure ranges, such as hydraulics , where atmospheric pressure changes will have a
negligible effect on the accuracy of the reading, so venting is not necessary. This also allows
some manufacturers to provide secondary pressure containment as an extra precaution for
pressure equipment safety if the burst pressure of the primary pressure sensing diaphragm is
exceeded. There is another way of creating a sealed gauge reference, and this is to seal a high
vacuum on the reverse side of the sensing diaphragm. Then the output signal is offset, so the
pressure sensor reads close to zero when measuring atmospheric pressure. A sealed gauge
reference pressure transducer will never read exactly zero because atmospheric pressure is
always changing and the reference in this case is fixed at 1 bar. To produce an absolute
pressure sensor , the manufacturer seals a high vacuum behind the sensing diaphragm. If the
process-pressure connection of an absolute-pressure transmitter is open to the air, it will read
the actual barometric pressure. When indicated, the zero reference is stated in parenthesis
following the unit, for example kPa abs. The pound per square inch psi is still in widespread use
in the US and Canada, for measuring, for instance, tire pressure. A letter is often appended to
the psi unit to indicate the measurement's zero reference; psia for absolute, psig for gauge, psid
for differential, although this practice is discouraged by the NIST. Because pressure was once
commonly measured by its ability to displace a column of liquid in a manometer, pressures are
often expressed as a depth of a particular fluid e. Manometric measurement is the subject of
pressure head calculations. The most common choices for a manometer's fluid are mercury Hg
and water; water is nontoxic and readily available, while mercury's density allows for a shorter
column and so a smaller manometer to measure a given pressure. The abbreviation "W. Fluid
density and local gravity can vary from one reading to another depending on local factors, so
the height of a fluid column does not define pressure precisely. So measurements in "
millimetres of mercury " or " inches of mercury " can be converted to SI units as long as
attention is paid to the local factors of fluid density and gravity. Temperature fluctuations
change the value of fluid density, while location can affect gravity. Although no longer
preferred, these manometric units are still encountered in many fields. Blood pressure is
measured in millimetres of mercury see torr in most of the world, central venous pressure and
lung pressures in centimeters of water are still common, as in settings for CPAP machines.
Natural gas pipeline pressures are measured in inches of water , expressed as "inches W.
Underwater divers use manometric units: the ambient pressure is measured in units of metres
sea water msw which is defined as equal to one tenth of a bar. In vacuum systems, the units torr
millimeter of mercury , micron micrometer of mercury , [6] and inch of mercury inHg are most
commonly used. Torr and micron usually indicates an absolute pressure, while inHg usually
indicates a gauge pressure. Atmospheric pressures are usually stated using hectopascal hPa ,
kilopascal kPa , millibar mbar or atmospheres atm. In American and Canadian engineering,
stress is often measured in kip. Note that stress is not a true pressure since it is not scalar. In

the mts system, the unit of pressure was the pieze , equal to 1 sthene per square metre. Using
the names kilogram, gram, kilogram-force, or gram-force or their symbols as a unit of force is
prohibited in SI; the unit of force in SI is the newton N. Static pressure is uniform in all
directions, so pressure measurements are independent of direction in an immovable static fluid.
Flow, however, applies additional pressure on surfaces perpendicular to the flow direction,
while having little impact on surfaces parallel to the flow direction. This directional component
of pressure in a moving dynamic fluid is called dynamic pressure. An instrument facing the flow
direction measures the sum of the static and dynamic pressures; this measurement is called the
total pressure or stagnation pressure. Since dynamic pressure is referenced to static pressure,
it is neither gauge nor absolute; it is a differential pressure. While static gauge pressure is of
primary importance to determining net loads on pipe walls, dynamic pressure is used to
measure flow rates and airspeed. Dynamic pressure can be measured by taking the differential
pressure between instruments parallel and perpendicular to the flow. Pitot-static tubes , for
example perform this measurement on airplanes to determine airspeed. The presence of the
measuring instrument inevitably acts to divert flow and create turbulence, so its shape is critical
to accuracy and the calibration curves are often non-linear. Many instruments have been
invented to measure pressure, with different advantages and disadvantages. Pressure range,
sensitivity, dynamic response and cost all vary by several orders of magnitude from one
instrument design to the next. The oldest type is the liquid column a vertical tube filled with
mercury manometer invented by Evangelista Torricelli in The U-Tube was invented by
Christiaan Huygens in Hydrostatic gauges such as the mercury column manometer compare
pressure to the hydrostatic force per unit area at the base of a column of fluid. Hydrostatic
gauge measurements are independent of the type of gas being measured, and can be designed
to have a very linear calibration. They have poor dynamic response. Piston-type gauges
counterbalance the pressure of a fluid with a spring for example tire-pressure gauges of
comparatively low accuracy or a solid weight, in which case it is known as a deadweight tester
and may be used for calibration of other gauges. Liquid-column gauges consist of a column of
liquid in a tube whose ends are exposed to different pressures. The column will rise or fall until
its weight a force applied due to gravity is in equilibrium with the pressure differential between
the two ends of the tube a force applied due to fluid pressure. A very simple version is a
U-shaped tube half-full of liquid, one side of which is connected to the region of interest while
the reference pressure which might be the atmospheric pressure or a vacuum is applied to the
other. The difference in liquid levels represents the applied pressure. In most liquid-column
measurements, the result of the measurement is the height h , expressed typically in mm, cm, or
inches. The h is also known as the pressure head. When expressed as a pressure head,
pressure is specified in units of length and the measurement fluid must be specified. When
accuracy is critical, the temperature of the measurement fluid must likewise be specified,
because liquid density is a function of temperature. So, for example, pressure head might be
written " The word "gauge" or "vacuum" may be added to such a measurement to distinguish
between a pressure above or below the atmospheric pressure. Both mm of mercury and inches
of water are common pressure heads, which can be converted to S. Although any fluid can be
used, mercury is preferred for its high density Its convex meniscus is advantageous since this
means there will be no pressure errors from wetting the glass, though under exceptionally clean
circumstances, the mercury will stick to glass and the barometer may become stuck the
mercury can sustain a negative absolute pressure even under a strong vacuum. Liquid-column
pressure gauges have a highly linear calibration. They have poor dynamic response because
the fluid in the column may react slowly to a pressure change. When measuring vacuum, the
working liquid may evaporate and contaminate the vacuum if its vapor pressure is too high.
When measuring liquid pressure, a loop filled with gas or a light fluid can isolate the liquids to
prevent them from mixing, but this can be unnecessary, for example, when mercury is used as
the manometer fluid to measure differential pressure of a fluid such as water. A single-limb
liquid-column manometer has a larger reservoir instead of one side of the U-tube and has a
scale beside the narrower column. The column may be inclined to further amplify the liquid
movement. Based on the use and structure, following types of manometers are used [9]. A
McLeod gauge isolates a sample of gas and compresses it in a modified mercury manometer
until the pressure is a few millimetres of mercury. The technique is very slow and unsuited to
continual monitoring, but is capable of good accuracy. Unlike other manometer gauges, the
McLeod gauge reading is dependent on the composition of the gas, since the interpretation
relies on the sample compressing as an ideal gas. Due to the compression process, the McLeod
gauge completely ignores partial pressures from non-ideal vapors that condense, such as pump
oils, mercury, and even water if compressed enough. Other vacuum gauges can measure lower
pressures, but only indirectly by measurement of other pressure-dependent properties. These

indirect measurements must be calibrated to SI units by a direct measurement, most commonly
a McLeod gauge. Aneroid gauges are based on a metallic pressure-sensing element that flexes
elastically under the effect of a pressure difference across the element. However, aneroid
gauges can be used to measure the pressure of a liquid as well as a gas, and they are not the
only type of gauge that can operate without fluid. For this reason, they are often called
mechanical gauges in modern language. Aneroid gauges are not dependent on the type of gas
being measured, unlike thermal and ionization gauges, and are less likely to contaminate the
system than hydrostatic gauges. The pressure sensing element may be a Bourdon tube , a
diaphragm, a capsule, or a set of bellows, which will change shape in response to the pressure
of the region in question. The deflection of the pressure sensing element may be read by a
linkage connected to a needle, or it may be read by a secondary transducer. The most common
secondary transducers in modern vacuum gauges measure a change in capacitance due to the
mechanical deflection. Gauges that rely on a change in capacitance are often referred to as
capacitance manometers. The Bourdon pressure gauge uses the principle that a flattened tube
tends to straighten or regain its circular form in cross-section when pressurized. This change in
cross-section may be hardly noticeable, involving moderate stresses within the elastic range of
easily workable materials. The strain of the material of the tube is magnified by forming the tube
into a C shape or even a helix, such that the entire tube tends to straighten out or uncoil
elastically as it is pressurized. Also in , Bernard Schaeffer in Magdeburg, Germany patented a
successful diaphragm see below pressure gauge, which, together with the Bourdon gauge,
revolutionized pressure measurement in industry. In practice, a flattened thin-wall, closed-end
tube is connected at the hollow end to a fixed pipe containing the fluid pressure to be
measured. As the pressure increases, the closed end moves in an arc, and this motion is
converted into the rotation of a segment of a gear by a connecting link that is usually
adjustable. A small-diameter pinion gear is on the pointer shaft, so the motion is magnified
further by the gear ratio. The positioning of the indicator card behind the pointer, the initial
pointer shaft position, the linkage length and initial position, all provide means to calibrate the
pointer to indicate the desired range of pressure for variations in the behavior of the Bourdon
tube itself. Differential pressure can be measured by gauges containing two different Bourdon
tubes, with connecting linkages. Bourdon tubes measure gauge pressure , relative to ambient
atmospheric pressure, as opposed to absolute pressure ; vacuum is sensed as a reverse
motion. Some aneroid barometers use Bourdon tubes closed at both ends but most use
diaphragms or capsules, see below. When the measured pressure is rapidly pulsing, such as
when the gauge is near a reciprocating pump , an orifice restriction in the connecting pipe is
frequently used to avoid unnecessary wear on the gears and provide an average reading; when
the whole gauge is subject to mechanical vibration, the entire case including the pointer and
indicator card can be filled with an oil or glycerin. Tapping on the face of the gauge is not
recommended as it will tend to falsify actual readings initially presented by the gauge. The
Bourdon tube is separate from the face of the gauge and thus has no effect on the actual
reading of pressure. Force-balanced fused quartz bourdon tube sensors work on the same
principle but uses the reflection of a beam of light from a mirror to sense the angular
displacement and current is applied to electromagnets to balance the force of the tube and
bring the angular displacement back to zero, the current that is applied to the coils is used as
the measurement. In the following illustrations the transparent cover face of the pictured
combination pressure and vacuum gauge has been removed and the mechanism removed from
the case. This particular gauge is a combination vacuum and pressure gauge used for
automotive diagnosis:. A second type of aneroid gauge uses deflection of a flexible membrane
that separates regions of different pressure. The amount of deflection is repeatable for known
pressures so the pressure can be determined by using calibration. The deformation of a thin
diaphragm is dependent on the difference in pressure between its two faces. The reference face
can be open to atmosphere to measure gauge pressure, open to a second port to measure
differential pressure, or can be sealed against a vacuum or other fixed reference pressure to
measure absolute pressure. The deformation can be measured using mechanical, optical or
capacitive techniques. Ceramic and metallic diaphragms are used. For absolute measurements,
welded pressure capsules with diaphragms on either side are often used. In gauges intended to
sense small pressures or pressure differences, or require that an absolute pressure be
measured, the gear train and needle may be driven by an enclosed and sealed bellows chamber,
called an aneroid , which means "without liquid". Early barometers used a column of liquid such
as water or the liquid metal mercury suspended by a vacuum. This bellows configuration is
used in aneroid barometers barometers with an indicating needle and dial card , altimeters ,
altitude recording barographs , and the altitude telemetry instruments used in weather balloon
radiosondes. These devices use the sealed chamber as a reference pressure and are driven by

the external pressure. Other sensitive aircraft instruments such as air speed indicators and rate
of climb indicators variometers have connections both to the internal part of the aneroid
chamber and to an external enclosing chamber. These gauges use the attraction of two
magnets to translate differential pressure into motion of a dial pointer. As differential pressure
increases, a magnet attached to either a piston or rubber diaphragm moves. A rotary magnet
that is attached to a pointer then moves in unison. To create different pressure ranges, the
spring rate can be increased or decreased. The spinning-rotor gauge works by measuring the
amount a rotating ball is slowed by the viscosity of the gas being measured. The ball is made of
steel and is magnetically levitated inside a steel tube closed at one end and exposed to the gas
to be measured at the other. It is accurate and stable enough to be used as a secondary
standard. The instrument requires some skill and knowledge to use correctly. Various
corrections must be applied and the ball must be spun at a pressure well below the intended
measurement pressure for five hours before using. It is most useful in calibration and research
laboratories where high accuracy is required and qualified technicians are available. This is an
over simplified diagram, but you can see fundamental design of the internal ports in the sensor.
Please note that is it slightly convex in shape highly exaggerated in the drawing , this is
important as it effects the accuracy of the sensor in use. The shape of the sensor is important
because it is calibrated to work in the direction of Air flow as shown by the RED Arrows. This is
normal operation for the pressure sensor, providing a positive reading on the display of the
digital pressure meter. Applying pressure in the reverse direction can induce errors in the
results as the movement of the air pressure is trying to force the diaphragm to move in the
opposite direction. The same applies to measuring the difference between two vacuums, the
larger vacuum should always be applied to the negative -ve port. The measurement of pressure
via the Wheatstone Bridge looks something like this The effective electrical model of the
transducer, together with a basic signal conditioning circuit, is shown in the application
schematic. The pressure sensor is a fully active Wheatstone bridge which has been temperature
compensated and offset adjusted by means of thick film, laser trimmed resistors. The excitation
to the bridge is applied via a constant current. Generally, as a real gas increases in density
-which may indicate an increase in pressure - its ability to conduct heat increases. In this type
of gauge, a wire filament is heated by running current through it. A thermocouple or resistance
thermometer RTD can then be used to measure the temperature of the filament. This
temperature is dependent on the rate at which the filament loses heat to the surrounding gas,
and therefore on the thermal conductivity. A common variant is the Pirani gauge , which uses a
single platinum filament as both the heated element and RTD. A Pirani gauge consists of a
metal wire open to the pressure being measured. The wire is heated by a current flowing
through it and cooled by the gas surrounding it. If the gas pressure is reduced, the cooling
effect will decrease, hence the equilibrium temperature of the wire will increase. The resistance
of the wire is a function of its temperature : by measuring the voltage across the wire and the
current flowing through it, the resistance and so the gas pressure can be determined. This type
of gauge was invented by Marcello Pirani. In two-wire gauges, one wire coil is used as a heater,
and the other is used to measure temperature due to convection. Thermocouple gauges and
thermistor gauges work in this manner using a thermocouple or thermistor , respectively, to
measure the temperature of the heated wire. Ionization gauges are the most sensitive gauges
for very low pressures also referred to as hard or high vacuum. They sense pressure indirectly
by measuring the electrical ions produced when the gas is bombarded with electrons. Fewer
ions will be produced by lower density gases. The calibration of an ion gauge is unstable and
dependent on the nature of the gases being measured, which is not always known. They can be
calibrated against a McLeod gauge which is much more stable and independent of gas
chemistry. Thermionic emission generates electrons, which collide with gas atoms and
generate positive ions. The ions are attracted to a suitably biased electrode known as the
collector. The current in the collector is proportional to the rate of ionization, which is a function
of the pressure in the system. Hence, measuring the collector current gives the gas pressure.
There are several sub-types of ionization gauge. Most ion gauges come in two types: hot
cathode and cold cathode. In the hot cathode version, an electrically heated filament produces
an electron beam. The electrons travel through the gauge and ionize gas molecules around
them. The resulting ions are collected at a negative electrode. The current depends on the
number of ions, which depends on the pressure in the gauge. The principle behind cold cathode
version is the same, except that electrons are produced in the discharge of a high voltage.
Ionization gauge calibration is very sensitive to construction geometry, chemical composition
of gases being measured, corrosion and surface deposits. Their calibration can be invalidated
by activation at atmospheric pressure or low vacuum. The composition of gases at high
vacuums will usually be unpredictable, so a mass spectrometer must be used in conjunction

with the ionization gauge for accurate measurement. A hot-cathode ionization gauge is
composed mainly of three electrodes acting together as a triode , wherein the cathode is the
filament. The three electrodes are a collector or plate, a filament , and a grid. The collector
current is measured in picoamperes by an electrometer. The filament voltage to ground is
usually at a potential of 30 volts, while the grid voltage at â€” volts DC, unless there is an
optional electron bombardment feature, by heating the grid, which may have a high potential of
approximately volts. The most common ion gauge is the hot-cathode Bayardâ€”Alpert gauge ,
with a small ion collector inside the grid. A glass envelope with an opening to the vacuum can
surround the electrodes, but usually the nude gauge is inserted in the vacuum chamber directly,
the pins being fed through a ceramic plate in the wall of the chamber. Hot-cathode gauges can
be damaged or lose their calibration if they are exposed to atmospheric pressure or even low
vacuum while hot. The measurements of a hot-cathode ionization gauge are always logarithmic.
Electrons emitted from the filament move several times in back-and-forth movements around
the grid before finally entering the grid. During these movements, some electrons collide with a
gaseous molecule to form a pair of an ion and an electron electron ionization. The number of
these ions is proportional to the gaseous molecule density multiplied by the electron current
emitted from the filament, and these ions pour into the collector to form an ion current. Since
the gaseous molecule density is proportional to the pressure, the pressure is estimated by
measuring the ion current. The low-pressure sensitivity of hot-cathode gauges is limited by the
photoelectric effect. Electrons hitting the grid produce x-rays that produce photoelectric noise
in the ion collector. Additional wires at cathode potential in the line of sight between the ion
collector and the grid prevent this effect. In the extraction type the ions are not attracted by a
wire, but by an open cone. As the ions cannot decide which part of the cone to hit, they pass
through the hole and form an ion beam. This ion beam can be passed on to a:. There are two
subtypes of cold-cathode ionization gauges: the Penning gauge invented by Frans Michel
Penning , and the inverted magnetron , also called a Redhead gauge. The major difference
between the two is the position of the anode with respect to the cathode. Neither has a filament,
and each may require a DC potential of about 4 kV for operation. Likewise, cold-cathode gauges
may be reluctant to start at very low pressures, in that the near-absence of a gas makes it
difficult to establish an electrode current - in particular in Penning gauges, which use an axially
symmetric magnetic field to create path lengths for electrons that are of the order of metres. In
ambient air, suitable ion-pairs are ubiquitously formed by cosmic radiation; in a Penning gauge,
design features are used to ease the set-up of a discharge path. For example, the electrode of a
Penning gauge is usually finely tapered to facilitate the field emission of electrons. Maintenance
cycles of cold cathode gauges are, in general, measured in years, depending on the gas type
and pressure that they are operated in. Using a cold cathode gauge in gases with substantial
organic components, such as pump oil fractions, can result in the growth of delicate carbon
films and shards within the gauge that eventually either short-circuit the electrodes of the gauge
or impede the generation of a discharge path. When fluid flows are not in equilibrium, local
pressures may be higher or lower than the average pressure in a medium. These disturbances
propagate from their source as longitudinal pressure variations along the path of propagation.
This is also called sound. Sound pressure is the instantaneous local pressure deviation from
the average pressure caused by a sound wave. Sound pressure can be measured using a
microphone in air and a hydrophone in water. The effective sound pressure is the root mean
square of the instantaneous sound pressure over a given interval of time. Sound pressures are
normally small and are often expressed in units of microbar. PTC The choice of method,
instruments, required calculations, and corrections to be applied depends on the purpose of the
measurement, the allowable uncertainty, and the characteristics of the equipment being tested.
The methods for pressure measurement and the protocols used for data transmission are also
provided. Guidance is given for setting up the instrumentation and determining the uncertainty
of the measurement. Information regarding the instrument type, design, applicable pressure
range, accuracy, output, and relative cost is provided. Information is also provided on
pressure-measuring devices that are used in field environments i. These methods are designed
to assist in the evaluation of measurement uncertainty based on current technology and
engineering knowledge, taking into account published instrumentation specifications and
measurement and application techniques. This Supplement provides guidance in the use of
methods to establish the pressure-measurement uncertainty. It was invented by Blaise Pascal.
The unit of pressure known as pascal is named after him. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Vacuum gauge. Analysis of force applied by a fluid on a surface.
See also: Mercury pressure gauge. Main article: Pressure sensor. Main article: Pirani gauge. See
also: Electron ionization. Pressure Equivalents.. Orifice Plates, Nozzles and Venturi Tubes.
British Standards Institute. Government Printing Office. Tel Aviv University. Archived from the

original on Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley. Retrieved Chambers, Basic Vacuum Technology , pp.
Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York. Harris Modern Vacuum Practice. Categories : Pressure
gauges Underwater diving safety equipment Vacuum. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from August Commons link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Thermocouple Seebeck effect. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Pressure gauge. One of the advantages of hosting a hobby
website is that you meet people through email who have similar interests as you. Ever since we
posted Bruce's first OddWatt project on the site I have communicated with a number of DIY
hobbyists who have built the various OddWatt amplifiers and have had nothing but very
positive comments about the sonic qualities of these tube amps. The kits are available in two
versions, KT77 rated at 15 watts and KT88 rated at 25 watts which I decided to try. The
monoblock tube amp kits arrived about two weeks after placing the order in two double boxed
packages, each package weighing about 6. The kits were well packaged and there was no
damage to the contents. Not shown in the photograph is the comprehensive assembly manual
which was provided through email. All the parts required to build the tube amp are included.
The enclosure is powder coated steel and includes a removable vented cover which can be
used to keep curious hands and paws away from the very hot vacuum tubes. The amplifier
schematic is shown in Figure 1. You are free to use the schematic for personal, non-commercial
use. Other input tubes can be used in the driver stage, the closest match being a 12AX7 which
will provide more gain. Bruce indicated that the provided the best measured performance from
the lot of driver tubes. Unlike conventional push-pull output stages, a phase inverter is not
necessary here. Eliminating the phase inverter stage removes an entire active circuit from the
signal path. There is only one DC blocking capacitor in the entire signal path of the circuit. The
elegance and sheer simplicity of this amplifier circuit will appeal to audio enthusiasts who
prefer less components and circuitry in the signal path. The bias current can be adjusted by
changing the current setting resistor and this will allow the use of many different power tubes.
For those who like to roll tubes, a switch be used to readily allow adjusting the bias current.
Good quality components are used throughout the amplifier circuit. Feel free to experiment with
different capacitor or drop in your usual favorite. The resistors are carbon film. A schematic of
the power supply is shown below. Mains power enters the amplifier through an IEC socket
located at the rear of the amp. A 12V DC supply is used for the tube heaters. An adjustable delay
circuit is used to delay the HT supply on power up. A comprehensive 27 page assembly manual
full of photographs 26 to be exact was sent via email. The detailed step-by-step instructions
walk you through the construction the tube amp kit. With just basic soldering skills you should
be able to piece a kit together in a few evenings. The kit contains many pieces and starting off
by organizing all the parts makes following the instructions much easier. Before you start to
mount the hardware, you need to scrape away some of the paint at the IEC socket and at the
power ground. The powder coat finish is very thick so I used a small rotary tool to remove the
paint at the two grounding points. Full details are provided in the instructions. Following the
step-by-step instructions I started to assemble the kit. The sockets provided with the kit are
Belton tube sockets. I did make a slight deviation from the instructions. The ohm pot used to
adjust the bias was rotated degrees to allow direct connection to the test points using the 1
ohm resistor leads. Also, there was a note in the instructions indicating that if the metal body of
the PIO capacitor touches the chassis it may cause unwanted noise so for extra precaution I
used electrical tape to cover the housing while leaving the markings exposed. Use masking tape
to label the unconnected leads so you don't make a wrong connection later on. The CCS and
rectifier diodes for the low-tension LT heater supply are located on the reverse side of the
printed circuit board PCB and line up with the chassis ventilation. The CCS heatsink protrudes
outside the chassis. After stuffing the PCB the final connections are made. Warning : This
project uses high voltage. Contact with such voltages can cause injury or death. If you are not
familiar with high voltages and how to safely build high voltage equipment, then please do not
attempt this kit. Please take time review the safety instructions in the manual and check online
sources for high voltage safety. The next step was to power up and balance the bias between
the tubes. This is done by using a multimeter inserted into the test points at the top of the amp
and adjusting the ohm potentiometer which protrudes from the top of the enclosure. After an
hour of operation you should check the balance again. Mine had drifted just a few mili-Amperes
mA and one month later it had only drifted about 0. With highly sensitive speakers like this hum
is pretty much a show stopper for me. With my ear right up to the driver there was no hum wonderful! I was hoping to get about a 60 second delay at power up, however I could not get
more than about 30 seconds. Bruce indicated via email that a minor fix to the delay circuit is

underway and more details will be available shortly. I could not get a good temperature reading
on the tubes, but expect them to be in excess of degrees Celcius C. The laminations of the
power transformer and audio output transformer were at 65 C and 45 C respectively. The
transformer end bells were somewhat cooler. So if you have small children or pets please put
the protective chassis cover to good use. After about 2 months and over hours of service the
amp had preformed flawlessly. At that time I checked the bias again and it was within 1mA. The
screen shots below show some large signals into a pure 8 ohm resistive speaker dummy load.
The green trace is the input signal and the yellow trace is the output. Sorry for the poor quality
of the input waves. All the sine waves less than 25 W that I looked at between 20 Hz and 20 kHz
were perfect copies of the input waveform. I measured the gain of the amplifier to be about At
an output level of about 15 W the frequency response was flat between 20 Hz and 13 kHz, and
up about 0. Note that the Hz input waveform was not perfectly square to begin with. The Hz
square wave response was pretty much an amplified copy of the input waveform. The square
waves did not show any signs of overshoot or ringing. The 10kHz square wave response is
quite typical of what is expected from a transformer coupled output stage. The response is very
smooth, there is plenty of detail and that wonderful warm tube sound. The soundstage is wide
and the images are solid. Most surprising was the very full bottom end which can sometimes be
missing with tube amps. The power conditioner at the bottom is a Panamax MR I had a number
of different 12AX7 tubes on hand that I tired out with the monoblock amplifiers. The 12AX7 did
sound decent enough, but did not sound as refined as the The did not have as solid of a bottom
end as the Gold Lion KT88, but I did find that prefer them with guitar rich music. The Oddblock
amplifier kits can be purchased directly from OddWatt Audio. Last update 1 September Created
30 November Giovanni Militano. Call for GSA Pricing! Click here to order online. The Original
Floor MachIne. For over 50 years, the Mercury Floor Machines division of Ultimate Solutions has
crafted high durability, high performance floor maintenance machines to exacting standards.
With a dynamic, expanding product line, Team Ultimate Solutions is poised for growth,
providing you with the finest global floor care solutions. The results are enjoyed throughout the
world. We also provide custom private labeling with minimal start-up orders. We take pride in
the fact that our high performance products are built to last in the United States! Ultimate
Solutions - Our Family of Companies. It's with great excitement and promise that we gratefully
announce the consolidation of our current family of brands, now aligned, re-born and
re-branded as Ultimate Solutions or "Us"! We are now your worldwide vertically-integrated
"nurturing companion" dedicated to empowering, transforming and liberating your cleaning
world at work. Ultimate Solutions is currently celebrating our Championship Team's unmatched
ability to "surprise and delight" you locally, while sourcing globally from our own worldwide
factories. Manufacturers Sales Reps. With sales reps and distributors throughout the country,
we aim to provide excellent service to our clients. Use the links below to help us connect you
with a sales rep or distributor in your area. Electronics is a branch of engineering, which deals
with electronic and electrical circuits like Integrated circuits , Transmitters, and Receivers, etc.
The electronic circuit is defined as it is a combination of various electronic components that
allow the flow of electric current. The electronic components consist of two or more terminals,
that are used to connect one component to another component to design a circuit diagram. The
electronic components are soldered on circuit boards to make a system. This article gives an
overview of electronic circuit symbols with their functionality. Electronic symbols are very
essential to know while designing circuits for a project or while making a PCB for a project.
Here this article discusses most of the circuit symbols of electronic components and their
functions. The names of circuit symbols are active, passive, wires, switches, power supplies,
diodes, transistors, resistors, sensors, logic gates, etc. A circuit diagram can be defined as a
graphical representation of an electronic circuit. This diagram includes different electronic
components with standardized representations of symbols when a symbolic circuit uses simple
component images. Not like a layout or block diagram, an electronic circuit diagram illustrates
the actual connections. An electronic circuit provides the whole lane for the flow of current.
This circuit includes three fundamental things to function like a voltage source, a conductive
lane to facilitate the flow of current, and a bulb that uses the flow of current to function. Apart
from this, an electronic circuit includes a number of electronic components to provide different
functionalities which illustrated the relative location of all the elements with their connections.
Electronics circuit symbols are represented virtually with the help of circuit diagrams. In every
circuit, there are standard symbols that are used to signify the components. There are different
electronic circuits symbols are used to signify basic electronic devices. The circuit symbols are
mostly used to draw the electronic circuits like switches, wires, sources, ground, resistor,
capacitor, diodes, inductors, logic gates, transistors, amplifiers, transformer, antenna, etc.
These electrical and electronics circuit symbols are used in circuit diagrams to explain how a

circuit is interconnected. Electronic circuit symbols are signs or drawings or pictograms of
different components to signify electronic components in a schematic diagram of an electronic
circuit. The electronic circuit symbols mainly involve wires, power supplies, resistors,
capacitors, diodes, transistors, meters, switches, sensors, logic gates, audio devices, and other
components. Electronic symbols are mainly used for shortening the drafting as well as to
understand the circuit diagram. These symbols are identical throughout the industry. In order to
understand the circuits with their associated meaning of symbols; one should know the
fundamental form of different symbols. These symbols are necessary to do the circuit designing
which are represented by electronic drawings to convey the information regarding wiring,
layouts, equipment location, and its details so that arrangement of components can be done
easily. It is a bistable device and the main function of this is to store 1-bit data on its
2-complementary outputs. A Multiplexer is used to transmit the data through one of its inputs
pins to a particular output line. A Demultiplexer is used to transmit the data through its single
input pin to one of the different output lines. A wire is a two-terminal, single, and flexible
material, that allows the flow of power through it. The different types of wires will be as. Wires:
A single wire with two terminals will pass the current from one component to another. Wires
Jointed: When two or more wires are connected that is called as wires jointed. Wires not
Jointed: In complex circuit diagrams, some wires may not connect with others, in this case,
bridging is commonly utilized. The flow of an electric current will be measured in terms of
Watts. The function of the power supply is, it converts energy from one form to another
according to our requirement. The various types of power supplies are. Battery Circuit: A
Battery is two or more cells , the function of the battery circuit is the same as the cell circuit.
Fuse Circuit: The fuse will flow sufficient current and it is used to provide overcurrent
protection. Transformer: It is used to produce AC power supply, energy is transferred in
between primary and secondary coils in the form of mutual inductance. Solar cell: It will convert
light energy into electrical energy. Earth: It supplies the 0V to the circuit that will connect to the
earth. Voltage Source: It will supply voltage to the circuit elements. Current Source: It will
supply current to the circuit elements. Controlled Voltage Source: It generates controlled
voltage to the circuit elements. Controlled Current Source: It generates controlled current to the
circuit elements. A Resistor is a passive element that opposes current flow in a circuit. It is a
two-terminal element, dissipates its energy in the form of heat. The resistor will damage due to
the overflow of electric current through it. Resistance is measured in units of ohms and
resistance, resistor color code calculator is used to calculate the value of the resistor according
to its colors. Resistor: It is a two-terminal component, that restricts the flow of current.
Rheostat: It is a two-terminal component, that is used to adjust the flow of current.
Potentiometer: A potentiometer is a three-terminal component that will adjust the voltage flow in
the circuit. Preset: Preset is a low-cost adjustable resistor that operates by using small tools
like Screwdrivers. A Capacitor generally referred to as a condenser , is a two-terminal passive
component that will capable of storing energy in the form of electricity. These are the
rechargeable batteries mainly used in the power supply. In the capacitors, electrical plates differ
by a dielectric medium, and these act like a filter that allows only AC signals and blocks DC
Signals. The capacitors are classified into various types that are discussed below. Capacitor: A
capacitor is used to store the energy in electrical form. Polarized Capacitor: Stores electrical
energy these must be a one way round. Variable Capacitor: These capacitors are used to
control the capacitance by adjusting the Knob. Trimmer Capacitor: These capacitors are used to
control the capacitance by using a Screwdriver or similar tools. A Diode is an electronic
component with two terminals that are anode and cathode. It allows electron current flow from
the cathode to anode but it blocks another direction. The diode will have low resistance in one
direction and high resistance in another direction. The diodes are classified into various types
that are discussed below. Diode: A diode allows the current flow in one direction. Light Emitting
Diode: It will emit the light when the electric current flows through it. Zener Diode: It will allow a
constant electric current after the breakdown voltage. Photo Diode: Photodiode will convert
light into respective current or voltage. Tunnel Diode: The tunnel diode is used for very
high-speed operations. Schottky Diode: Schottky diode is for forwarding low voltage drop. The
transistors are invented in at Bell Laboratories to replace vacuum tubes, which will control the
flow of current and voltage in the circuits. It is a three-terminal device and amplifies the current,
transistors plays an important role in all modern electronics. NPN transistor: A P-type doped
semiconductor material is placed in between two N-type semiconductor materials. The
terminals are the emitter, base, and collector. PNP transistor: A N-type doped semiconductor
material is placed in between two P-type semiconductor materials. The terminals are an emitter,
base, and collector. Phototransistor: It is similar to bipolar transistors , but it converts light to
current. A Meter is an instrument used for measuring voltage and current flow in electrical and

electronic components. These are used to measure the resistance and capacitance of the
electronic components. Galvanometer: It is used to measure small currents. Ohmmeter: It is
used to measure the electrical resistance of a particular resistor. Oscilloscope: It is used to
measure the voltage with respect to time for signals. Push switch: It will pass the current flow
when the switch is pressed. Push to break switch: It will block the current flow when the switch
is pressed. These are found hidden in all sorts of devices. These devices convert an electric
signal into sound signals and vice versa, which will be audible to humans. Microphone:
converts sound or noise signal to an electrical signal. Earphone: converts an electrical signal to
a sound signal. Loudspeaker: converts the electrical signal to sound signal but it will amplify
version. Piezo- transducer: converts flow of electrical energy to sound signal. Bell: It converts
the electrical signal to a sound signal. Buzzer: converts an electrical signal to a sound signal.
Sensors will sense or detect moving objects and devices, it will convert those signals into
electrical or optical. For example, a temperature sensor is used to sense the temperature
present in the room. The various types of sensors are. Light-dependent Resistor: These sensors
will sense light. Thermistor: These sensors will sense heat or temperature. Logic gates are the
main building blocks in the digital circuits, logic gates will have two or three inputs and a single
output. The output produced by logic gates based on a certain logic. Basic Logic gate values
represent in binary if we observe their truth tables. NOT Gate: The output is the complement of
the input. Lighting Lamp: It is a bulb that will glow when a certain current flows. Indicator Lamp:
It will convert electricity to light. Inductor: It will generate a magnetic field when current flows
through it. Antenna: It is used to transmit and receive radio signals. A phototransistor is a
device used to convert the energy from light to electrical to generate both voltages as well as
current. This component transmits electrical signals among two isolated circuits with the help
of light. These are used to avoid high voltages which affect the system by getting the signal. An
operational amplifier or op-amp is used to amplify the variation between the two inputs to
generate a voltage gain that is , times higher than the difference. There are several display
devices are available in the market where 7-segment is one of the types of display. A wire coil
that is used to create a magnetic field once the current flows through it is known as a solenoid.
It includes an iron core within the coil which is used as a transducer to change the energy from
electrical to mechanical by dragging on something. This resistor includes two contracts that are
used to manage the flow of current. For instance, motor speed control, controlling the
brightness of the lamp, charge flow rate adjustment into a capacitor within a timing circuit.
Thus, this is all about electronic symbols for circuits. Hope this article gives you brief
information by reading the above article. Furthermore, for any queries regarding this article or
electronics projects , please share your valuable suggestions by commenting in the comment
section below. Here is a question for you, what are active and passive components? I would like
to see a real pcb with external power imput point shown by the silk screen on that very pcb. I
want to know what symbols are found there. This page is very use full to me for knowing about
the basics related to electronic components. I requested you to upload any applications
regarded explained aboveâ€¦. Hi Kesavelu, Thank you for your appreciation. For more
information on electric components , working, applications and projects please refer to the link.
For customization of projects please email us on team elprocus. What are the Electronic Circuit
Symbols? Share This Post: Facebook. Hi Aaron Sorry to inform you that we cannot provide you
like that. Planning on building a pool? We have learned a lot in 50 years in the business and we
are more than happy to share! About us. Already have a pool? The Pool guide explains how a
pool works and how you best take care of it. We offer equipment for small private pools as well
as large public facilities. The products are made of bronze, acid-proof stainless steel, titanium
and thermoplastic, first-rate quality materials, a guarantee for an outstanding lifetime and
reliability. Acid-proof stainless steel swimming pool equipment with beautiful design, optimal
cleaning system for clean, clear, sparkling water, energy efficient heat pumps
semi trailer wiring diagram
honda hrx 217 carb
2002 kia optima
and automatic cleaning and dosing equipment that saves both time and money. We have a
broad range of end-users from private individuals, hotels and spas to public facilities and royal
residences. Heat exchangers. Jet Swim. Pool lighting. Pool equipment. Our products are
suitable for all types of pools. Choose the latest technology and optimize your facility according
to energy and environment. Counter currents Jet Massage. Heat exchangers Electric heaters.
Lights Inlet and outlets. Vacuum cleaner trolley Test instruments. Marine line Classic line. Pool
schematic Starting up Pool circulation system Chemical cleaning Balanced water Test kit pH
and chlorine Routines for water care 1. Disinfection 3. Flocculation 4. Cleaning and vacuuming.

Cleaning and vacuuming Total alkalinity â€” Calcium hardness Bromine Clean the filter sand
Common pool questions Closing down the for the winter Distributors Swimming pool catalogue.
Let us help! Or planning to build a pool? Pool guide. Order catalogue.

